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Christmas Event 
Packages 2022: MINI GP 35 
 

Summary: 
- Min’ age: 14yrs | Min’ height: 147cm 
- Racing in our fastest fleet of karts: Corporate GX270s 
- Exclusive use of the circuit for you and your group 
- Trophies awarded to 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
- Includes festive baguettes with choices of filling to enjoy after your racing 

Format 
Upon arrival, drivers will be checked in and brought through to the changing room to 
be suited up. Once all drivers are suited, a briefing will be given. After this, they’ll get 
into the karts to begin the racing. The format is as follows; 5 laps of qualifying then a 
10-lap heat. Then, it’s another 10-lap heat which is reverse-grid. After that, it’s a 10-
lap final. Once racing is over, drivers will head back into the briefing room for the 
results presentation. Trophies are awarded to the drivers who placed 1st, 2nd and 3rd. 

Circuit Choice 
700m - £61pp 

- Minimum of 8 and a maximum of 15 drivers 
- Roughly 40s a lap 
- Great for keeping the racing close between smaller groups 

 
Full Track - £63pp 

- Minimum of 10 and a maximum of 20 drivers 
- Roughly 1min a lap 
- Longer duration of races 

Baguettes 
- Ham with pickle or mustard 
- Beef with horseradish or tomato 
- Turkey with stuffing or cranberry sauce 
- Cheese with pickle (vegetarian option) 
- Houmous with tomato or cucumber (vegan option) 

Please note there is a minimum order of 10 baguettes. 
 
 
 

Packages are valid until 31st of March 2023. 
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